


London, Baker Street

     Sherlock Holmes was sitting in a smoky room, smoking a pipe 
dispassionately. The pale glow of a street lamp was bursting inside, 
illuminating his silhouette. It was quiet. Sitting in a crumpled arm-
chair in a dressing gown, he certainly did not look like a famous 
detective. He has not received any interesting case for a while now 
- here someone has lost a favorite pet, there someone cheated on 
somebody. It was all like a blow casually struck by a hardened 
brawler, just a trifle. For a long time, there were no signs of Professor 
Moriarty’s criminal activities, and Irene Adler vanished without 
a trace once again. There was obviously something in the air, but 
what, where and when? It seemed like time stood still.
      It was almost midnight. The pervasive silence was suddenly 
interrupted by a loud thud on the door.
What do we have the doorbell for? Holmes, put his pipe away and 
rose from his chair without hurry. Before he reached the door, the 
banging repeated several times. It was Inspector Lastrade with a 
group of unsettled policemen. Sherlock put a finger to his mouth, 
silencing the inspector before he could utter the first word. The 
detective’s eyes brightened as if a spark of life was rekindled inside 
him again.
      ‚Moriarty!’ he said in a hurry, grabbing a scarf from the hanger.          
    ‚Dressing gown!’ Lastrade exclaimed, but Holmes was already 
sitting in the carriage, irritated by the Inspector’s tardiness.
He knew that the race against time has just started and every passing 
minute was a matter of life and death...

Game Description

Clash of Minds: Holmes vs Moriarty is a two-player card game in 
which players take roles of the famous detective Sherlock Holmes 
and his greatest rival, professor James Moriarty. Those two powerful 
minds will try to figure out the intentions of their adversary every 
step of the way. They only have 12 hours to either solve or commit 
the crime of the century.
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The Crime Plan plotted by Moriarty is divided into 3 Threads: 

Using the Influence Cards and their Agents unique abilities, players 
try to reveal or keep those Threads secret.

Each round of the game takes place in an unique location across the 
map of London. Each of these places changes the rules of the round 
or introduces certain restrictions in gameplay.

When the clock tower strikes twelfth and at least one of the Threads 
has not been revealed, Holmes is defeated and Moriarty triumphs, 
committing the crime of the century. However, that does not have 
to happen... 

Moriarty

Object Felony Victim

Holmes
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Components
9 Crime Plan Cards

8 Distraction 
Tokens

3 Deduction 
Tokens

3 Influence 
Tokens

2 help cards

Clock Tower Card

Time Marker 
Token

6 Influence 
Tracks Tokens

8 Action Cards
(4 for each player)

7 Investigation Site Cards

8 Agents Cards
(4 for each player)

40 Influence Cards
(20 for each player)
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 Cards Description

Crime Plan Cards

Investigation Site Cards

Card’s effect

Card’s name

Card’s name

Number of hours added to 
the clock once the card is 
revealed.

Limit of Influence Cards 
(Number of Influence Cards 
that can be played in a given 
round by one player).

Card’s effect

Victim - when revealed 
has some positive effect 
for Holmes

Object - when revealed 
has some positive effect 
for Moriarty

Felony - when revealed 
has some neutral effect

Card’s type



Distraction Tokens – If the Influence Card’s effect 
was cancelled after the card had been used (but it 
was not discarded), put a Distraction Token on it. 

Distraction means that the text on the card does 
not matter, yet the card still holds its assigned In-
fluence Value.
Such card can be moved across the Crime Threads, 
and is removed during Archiving step, but its effect 
does not get resolved.

Deduction token - used to show Holmes’s 
Advantage on a Crime Plan Card (explained later 
in SUMMARY OF THE INVESTIGATION).
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Influence Cards

Influence Value
of the used card

Influence Value of 
the played card

Number of copies 
of the given card 
in the deck

Constant effect

Card’s effect

Constant effect

Influence Card’s type
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Preparing the crime - Moriarty

A player who plays the role of Moriarty has to prepare the Crime 
Plan. Player draws one card from each thread:

1. Victim (Positive effect for Holmes)
2. Felony (Neutral effect)
3. Object (Positive effect for Moriarty)

Moriarty reads through the drawn cards and places them face-
-down in the middle of the table, forming a row between him and 
Holmes (as shown below). He can place them as he wishes but he 
does not reveal the cards to his opponent.

Each of these cards forms a separate Crime Thread, into which both 
players will be placing their Influence and Support Cards.

Establishing the course of events - Holmes

While Moriarty is preparing the crime Holmes player shuffles Inve-
stigation Site Deck, and both Influence Decks (one for each player, 
green reverse for Holmes and red for Moriarty). He places them 
on the table as well as 4 Action Cards (with green reverse) next to 
him and 4 Action Cards (with red reverse) next to Moriarty. Then 
he places the Time Marker at 12 o’clock on the Clock Tower Card. 
Afterwards, he places the First Player Card in front of him. 
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Gameplay Overview

The game is divided into rounds called The Stages of Investigation. 
Each round consists of 3 phases: Start of the Investigation, Course 
of the Investigation and Summary of the Investigation.

A. Start of the Investigation

1. Investigation Site.
Reveal the top card from the Investigation Site Deck. Its effect influ-
ences the gameplay
during this round. Add as many hours to the clock as indicated on 
the card.

2. Initiating Contacts.
Moriarty and Holmes draw cards from their Influence Decks, until 
they have 5 of them in hand.
NOTE: Each time the player has to draw a card and there are no 
more cards in his Influence Deck, he shuffles his discard pile and 
forms a new Influence Deck out of it.

3. Initial Setup:
a. Initial Setup preparation .
Starting with the First Player, both players consecutively place 
their Influence Cards facing down in any chosen Crime Thread 
until each of them has 3 cards in play. (They have to place all 3 
cards, but they can place them as they wish, e.g. 3 in first Crime 
Thread and none in others).

b. Initial Setup Reveal.
Players reveal all the Influence Cards that were put into play by 
turning them face up.

4. Draw 3 Influence Cards.
Players draw 3 cards from their Influence Decks to have 5 in their 
hand.
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B. Course of the Investigation

During this phase players put their Influence and Support Cards 
into play, trying to gain an advantage in given Crime Threads.
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Crime Thread

Influence Token

Influence Tracks 

Influence Card

Influence Cards

Support Card
Each has value    1

Used Influence Card

example: Holmes has total Influence of 5 in this Crime Thread. Adding value 
of his cards: 
1 (from Support Card) + 2 (from Used Influence Card) + 3 + 2 (from Influence 
Cards) = 8. Moriarty has only one Influence Card with value of 3. 
Moriarty moves the Influence Token by 3 spaces closer to him and then Holmes 
by 8 spaces to him which sets the Influence Token on value 5 on Holmes size.



The gameplay is divided into turns, both players take consecutively.
At the beginning of his turn, player flips all previously used Action 
Cards to their active side (face-up).

After using the Action Card player turns it face-down, marking it as 
used. Actions may be used in any order. Once all activities related to 
an action are resolved, player may use another Action Card.

The game round is divided into turns,  which both players take con-
secutively. At the beginning of his turn, player flips all previously 
used Action Cards to their active side (face-up).

Then player chooses one Action Card at a time and resolve its effect.
After using the Action Card player turns it face-down, marking it 
as used.

Actions may be used in any order. Once all activities related to an 
action are resolved, player may use another Action Card.

NOTE: Player may end his turn after using only the mandatory action.
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Mandatory 
Action

Optional 
Actions



Action Cards

Mandatory Action:

Put one Influence Card into play.

This Action forces the player to put one Influence Card into play 
(during his turn the player must place one Influence Card into any 
chosen Crime Thread). The card is placed on the table in a vertical 
position. The Influence Value of a card is indicated by the number in 
its top right corner. That way, the player assigns an Influence Card to 
a given Crime Thread.

NOTE: If the player has no Influence Cards in his hand, using 
the Obligatory Action ends

NOTE: Player can place his Influence Cards only on his side of 
the table (there is no possibility to place the card on the oppo-
nent’s side of the table).

NOTE: Cards moved to another Crime Threads can NEVER chan-
ge the sides of the table – both players cards remain on their 
sides of the Crime Plan.
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Optional Actions:
While using the optional action, the player has to choose one of the 
actions displayed on the card (he cannot use both actions).

Draw one influence card

This action allows the player to draw one Influence Card from his 
Influence Deck and put it in his hand.

Use one Influence Card

This Action allows the player to use one Influence Card on his side of 
the Crime Plan. In order to do so, player turns the card 90o clockwise, 
placing it in a horizontal position. That way, the Influence Value of the 
card changes, and the effect of the card gets resolved. The Influence 
Value of such card is indicated by the number in its top right corner.

Add one Support Card

This action allows the player to change one Influence Card from his 
hand into a Support Card. In order to do so, the player places an 
Influence Card facing down in a given Crime Thread. Such Card has 
the Influence Value of 1 and is not removed from play during the 
Archiving phase.

NOTE: Beware which cards are changed to Support. Support 
Cards are not removed from the table at the end of the round 
and do not return to the Influence Deck. They usually stay on 
the table until the end of the game.
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Final Turn

The Final Turn occurs in two cases:

1. At the end of player’s turn, when the number of Influence Cards 
in play on his side of the table is equal to the Influence Cards Limit 
indicated by the Investigation Site Card. Support Cards are not 
counted towards the Influence Card Limit.

In such case, the opponent takes one last turn and the Final Turn 
begins.

2. When both players have no more Influence Cards in their hands 
and they use the Mandatory Action to finish their turns, the Final 
Turn begins.

Final Turn Overview

During the Final Turn both players plan their actions in secret. Starting 
with the First Player, they consecutively place one Action Card (facing 
down) in a chosen Crime Thread. Such action can be applied only to the 
Crime Thread it was put into.

Both players put all 4 Action Cards into play this way (they can even 
put all 4 in one Crime Thread). Afterwards, starting with the First 
Player, they consecutively reveal one Action Card they’ve put in play 
and use it or not (only one action per card).

During the Final Turn, players ARE NOT OBLIGED to use any action 
from the Action Card. They may skip the revealed action (this also ap-
plies to the Mandatory Action).
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During the Final Turn Action Cards have a little bit different effect:

Put one Influence Card into play

The player may put one Influence Card into play (applied to the Crime 
Thread where this Action Card was put into).

Draw one Influence Card

The player may draw one Influence Card from his Influence Deck.

Use one Influence Card

The player may use one Influence Card in play (applied to the Crime 
Thread where this Action Card was put into).

Add one Support Card

The player may put one Support Card into play (applied to the Crime 
Thread where this Action Card was put into).

After both players have used/skipped all their Actions, the Course of 
the Investigation phase ends, and the Summary of the Investigation 
phase begins.
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C. Summary of the Investigation

1. Conclusion

Sum up the Influence Value in each Crime Thread. Take into account 
the Influence Values of all Influence Cards, all modifiers of used cards’ 
effects, and all Support Cards. Each Crime Thread is counted separa-
tely. There are 3 possible outcomes:

A. Holmes’s Advantage

a. If Holmes’s Influence Value Advantage in a given Crime Thread
equals 1 or 2 and the Crime Plan Card has not been revealed:

- Put a Deduction Token on the Crime Plan Card.
- If there already is a Deduction Token on this Crime Plan Card,

reveal it and immediately resolve its effect.

b. If Holmes’s Influence Value Advantage in a given Crime Thread
equals 3 or more, reveal the Crime Plan Card and immediately 
resolve its effect.

B. Moriarty’s Advantage

a. If Moriarty’s Influence Value Advantage in a given Crime Thread
equals 1 or 2, add one hour to the clock.

b. If Moriarty’s Influence Value Advantage in a given Crime Thread
equals 3 or more, add two hours to the clock.

NOTE: When the Crime Thread is revealed both players can 
still play actions there as normal. Even though Holmes has di-
scovered the secret behind this Thread, Moriarty still can try 
to have more Influence in next rounds to add more hours to 
the clock.

C. Draw

If there’s no Influence Value Advantage on any side, nothing happens 
(unless the Investigation Site Card or Crime Plan Cards state otherwise).
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2. Archiving

After the Conclusion step, check the game’s Winning Conditions. If 
none of them have been met, both players remove all their Influence 
Cards from the table and put them on their discard piles. In addition, 
players may discard any number of cards left in their hands. First 
Player Card is then passed to the second player and another Inve-
stigation begins.

NOTE: Support Cards are not removed during the Archiving 
step. They remain on the table for the following rounds.

End of the Game

Both players have different Winning Conditions, they are checked 
during the Archiving step. Below are the possible outcomes of the 
game:

1. moriarty’s victory

Professor Moriarty committed the crime of the century and mana-
ged to escape. If the Clock Tower Card shows 12 o’clock or past it, 
and at least one Crime Plan Card has not been revealed, Moriarty 
commits a crime that shall be remembered and talked about thro-
ughout the whole century.

2. holmes’ victory

Sherlock Holmes prevented the crime while Moriarty was caught 
and sent to prison. If all Crime Plan Cards are revealed and the 
time on the Clock Tower Card has not reached 12 o’clock, Holmes 
catches Moriarty and prevents the crime of the century.

3. unresolved duel - draw

Sherlock Holmes prevented the crime, but Moriarty managed to 
escape. If the last Crime Plan Card is revealed and the Clock Tower 
Card shows 12 o’clock
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Additional game mode with Agent Cards included

Agent Card
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Agent’s Activation 
Cost

Card’s name

Card’s ability



Agent Cards introduce the following modifications in the given 
phases:

1. Establishing the course of events - Holmes
Holmes shuffles both Agent Decks, places his (green reverse) next 
to him and gives Moriarty his deck (red reverse).

2. Start of the investigation:
Before Initial Setup Preparation, both players draw one Agent Card 
from their Agent Decks. It is placed facing down on the table, until 
the player chooses to reveal it

3. Actions
Add one Support Card

This Action also allows the player to place the Support Card under 
his Agent Card.

4. Agent’s ability activation
Player may activate Agent’s ability if the number of Support Cards 
underneath it reaches its Activation Cost. Player may activate 
Agent’s ability straight away or leave it for subsequent turns. He 
reveals the Agent Card and declares the activation of its ability.
The ability can be activated only on the active player’s turn, unless 
the Agent’s ability states otherwise, and is in effect as long as the 
Agent Card remains in play.

5. Archiving
Agents activated this round are discarded onto a proper discard 
pile. Support Cards used to activate Agent’s ability are discarded 
onto a proper discard pile as well!
Agents that haven’t been activated this round remain on the table – 
they may be left in play or replaced by another Agent in subsequent 
rounds.
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